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3 Steps to Creating a Trainz Asset
Step 1: Making the Model
Create the Model
We are going to create the model from the Default Cube, which is present when you first
open Blender.
• Open Blender and LMB (Left Mouse Button) click anywhere to hide the Splash
Screen and reveal the default Cube.
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• In the Information Viewport under the File Menu select Save as
(SHIFT + CMD + S-KEY).
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Name the file Sonewall01 and LMB click anywhere to add the .blend extension
(Stonewall01.blend). Save the file in your Stone_Wall_Project folder
(Stonewall01.blend).
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The default cube, which appears in the 3D Window, is a bit big. We’ll reduce its size and
lengthen it to form the wall.
• With the mouse hovering over the 3D Editor, press the N-KEY to
display the Numeric Transform Panel. Open the Transform Panel
if it is not already open by clicking on the View Triangle.
• Under Dimensions for X enter 0.5, Y enter 2.0 and Z enter 0.5.
• Under Location for Z enter 0.25.
The original cube has now been elongated to form our wall and elevated to sit on the grid.
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It is a good idea to get in the habit of naming your objects (meshes) so that they are easily
distinguishable, as your modes get more complex.
• In the 3D Editor’s Properties Panel locate the Item Pane.
• LMB click on the triangle to the left of the name to expand it.
• In the Outline Editor make sure the Cube is selected
(orange circle around its icon) or LMB click on it to
select it (the modified cube in the 3D Editor should
also now be outlined in orange).
• LMB click in the 3D Editor Properties Panel’s Item Pane and
type in “Stone Wall” and then press ENTER. )
The new name should also appear in the Outline
Editor replacing the cube name.)
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One final step is needed. We need to apply (lock) the selected dimensions to the model.
To do this, while hovering the mouse over the 3D Editor Viewport press CTRL + AKEY. In the menu that appears select Rotation & Scale.
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Save your file (SHIFT + CMD + S-KEY) to your project folder (Stonewall02.blend).
Note: After opening the file saving dialogue box you can press the NUMPAD-“+” to
incrementally increase the file number (NUMPAD-“-” to decrease).
That's it. We now have our wall.
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